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Sasha was only 15 when disaster struck.Â At a rave in Los Angeles she took the popular drug,

Ecstasy. After a violent reaction, an ambulance raced her to the hospital. On the way, she

experienced seizures, multiple organ failure, and slipped into a coma.Â Eventually, Sasha was

removed from life support and died. Sasha&apos;s grieving mom recalls,Â "I was supposed to be

planning her Sweet Sixteen party. Now I have to plan her funeral."Tragically, Sasha&apos;s death

was not an accident. It was well planned by a powerful unseen enemy who has perfected a

step-by-step plan to ruin teenage lives.Â He has used it on many other teenagers. Now he may be

after yours. His only fear is that you will discover his plan and help your teen escape his deadly

grip.For over six years, Rick Jones helped run a Christian home for troubled teenagers. While there,

he saw many teenage lives miraculously transformed. His unique position and first-hand experience

allowed him to discover that the devil is using the same basic step-by-step plan to destroy all young

people.Â That plan is exposed in this eye-opening book that talks straight to teens in a way they

can&apos;t resist. No fluff, each page tackles gritty problems teenagers face every day:Drug

abuseAlcohol abuseSexÂ STDsSuicidePeer pressureSatanismRebellionOccultic computer games,

and so much more.Â Teenagers who appear to be doing great need this book. Those being

tempted by drugs or other teen-related issues need it even more. With over 100,000 copies in print,

many teens have been rescued after reading this short book.Â Revised in 2016 so it&apos;s up to

date.
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If you are the parent of a teenager, there's a good chance that you are completely out of the loop in

some of the most important area's of your child's life. And that could cost your child dearly.Â Let me

explain.For six years, I worked at a Christian home for troubled teenagers. While there, I dealt with

teens having every problem imaginable. I also learned first-hand that the destruction of teens is not

a coincidence. Their ugly and gruesome deaths are the well-planned work of an extremely powerful

and unseen enemy.Â Day after day, I interviewed parents and their children. And one sad reality I

saw repeatedly was that Satan has devised clever ways to stop teens from sharing the most serious

concerns on their hearts with their parents. It used to be called the generation gap, but it's just as

real today. As a result, parents often have no idea what's going on inside the heads of their

children.No clue about drugs!I remember one set of parents who were positive that their son had

never taken drugs. But when they described the problems he was having, it was obvious. When I

brought their son into my office, my first question was, "So, how long have you been taking drugs?"

"About two years," he matter-of-factly responded, as he listed the many different types of drugs he

had taken. I asked him if his parents had any idea. He replied, "Nah, they're clueless."That's a big

part of Satan's plan. He knows you would help your child if you could, so he cuts off

communication.Â There is hope!That's why I felt it was so important to write this book. Teens WILL

read it, and relate to it. Many parents have reported that their children simply couldn't put it

down.And the information it provides is invaluable. It shows teens the step by step plan Satan is

using to destroy them. It also includes the one and only way for them to escape from the stairway to

hell. Many teens have been saved and had their lives miraculously transformed after reading this

book.Â If you know your teen is struggling with serious issues, this book can help. If you think your

teen is doing great, this book may be far more needed than you know.Â 

TEENAGER, Do you know...Satan's Top Secret plan?What REALLY happens when you get

high?How sex can destroy you?Why teens are ending it all?That D&D is more than just a

game?Why teens are murdering their friends?You need to know the answer to these and many

other questions. Young people are being wiped out in record numbers because they have no idea

what's going on behind the scenes.In this book you will learn the REAL cause of your problems...

and the ONLY solution. If you don't want to be the next victim, you need to learn how to get off the

stairway to hell.

A good eye-opener for young teens



Excelent book.

Rick made some great points regarding the evils that lurk in our society that pull our teenagers away

from God. The only solution that young people have is the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. He is the

answer.

We had to read this book for school. It really opened my eyes on all the worldly things. This book

was definitely a good testimony to teens everywhere. I'm so blessed that I had the chance to read

this book(:

...and I couldn't believe the way it twisted every subject matter it touched.Instead of acknowledging

that the kids in the book were obviously deeply troubled and needed help, BEFORE they had their

experiences with etc., it instead blamed everything on the music, the board games, etc.This type of

idealism is the philosophical equivalent to denial, and is just another typical fear mongering tactic

that Christians use that has led to horrible things like the Inquisition, witch burning (a horrible way to

die for so many poor innocent women), and even more recent tragedies, like the parents recently

who didn't give their children food or medicine when they were sick (saying that they trusted God to

heal them), which resulted in the children dying after suffering for weeks.The part that made me sick

reading it though is not that it attacked everything in such a clueless un-researched fear-mongering

way, but that it ignored the serious issues the children where facing by blaming media and everyone

else and throwing bible verses at it. It teaches you to be ignorant and mentally undeveloped. It is

unfair both to the subjects it attacks, and the children who were never understood, but instead were

used as tools to ratchet up the weekly 'converted' chart numbers. This book does nothing to deal

with the real issue. There are no tips on how to recognize or deal with trouble people. Just the same

old ignorance.This book helped me with a bondage I had. It was called Christianity.I loved God, I

read the bible every day, and wanted to spread the love of the lord even to people that were

different than me. But I got sick of being associated with such stupid people who did nothing to feed

me spiritually, but instead sheltered themselves while awaiting their treasure in heaven, instead of

giving me the faith to realize Christians have treasures on earth, such as God's unfailing love.While

I have lost my way spiritually, I have walked with God for so long, I find myself incapable of being in

hate or depression for a long period of time. I still want the best for everyone, even those that have

wronged me, or who I am disgusted by. I find myself forgiving and loving those who don't deserve it.

I do this because at one point, I had a connection with a higher being, NOT a religious system that



worships ignorance, practices intolerance, and hides behind a book it continues to translate and

interpret for their own purposes.

I have come to deeply distrust anything published by Jack Chick. That is a long story in itself. If you

check out my review on his book "Did the Catholic Church Give Us the Bible?" You will see why. I

was once an avid reader and supporter of Jack Chick's materials. I used his tracts and books to

evangelize the lost. Now I would be embarrassed to do so, and when I caught my daughter reading

one of his booklets I still had lying around, I was mortified that my daughter might be infected with

his historical lies and doctrinal distortions. Anyway, I read Stairway to Hell during that period of my

life and reading all the negative reviews here, they sound eerily like the conclusions I have come to,

even though I am an Evangelical Christian. Jack Chick has a certain mentality, and he published the

books of authors who think like him. It is paranoid and fearful look at the world, which sees a demon

behind wall, and lurking behind every bush. I do still believe in the supernatural, but my feeling is

that Chick's version of it is wrong.So, the below review was written at that time. I still agree with the

bulk of what I wrote here, though I have no knowledge of Dungeons and Dragons. I can only speak

from my own experience and tell you that my mind had gone down a deep dungeon of immorality

and wickedness before Christ shone His light on me.-------------------------Funny how people can look

at facts and still say this book is rubbish! The stories are here. Another excellent resource is:They

Sold Their Souls For Rock And Roll (Two Disc Set)They Sold Their Souls For Rock And Roll [DVD]I

found this book both informative and disturbing. Coming from a background of drugs and heavy

metal music, I know many of these stories to be true. From drug induced schizophrenia to deep

bouts of depression aggravated by the evil music I fed my soul. From suicidal thoughts, to

murderous, perverted and heinous thoughts. The spiritual diet young people are being fed is evil,

pagan, anti-God and is truly leading them on a stairway to hell.However, and that's a big however,

there is hope. We can choose to turn from these things which stink with the stench of death, and

turn to Jesus who offers us hope, life and peace; through an obedient, love-faith relationship with

Him.An excellent book on this topic is:One Heartbeat Away - Your Journey into Eternity by Mark

CahillOne Heartbeat Away

The information in this book needs to get out to youth and everybody else. Satan is playing us all for

suckers and using us as pawns. That should make us angry. Instead people get mad at whistle

blowers like Rick Jones who write about the devil. Could this book have been written better to

perhaps reach more people? I think so. Sometimes when people are pushed, even with the truth,



they push back. We stubborn humans like to make up our own minds about things. This book at

times becomes almost a rant (and understandably because people are dying physically and

spiritually as a result of the deception that is being exposed here). Perhaps a bit more subtlety

would be more persuasive. My knee jerk reaction would be to take this straight forward, shoot from

the hip, tell it like it is approach. And perhaps that is what God wanted with this book. I will try to

bring the same message but through allegory and drama, so that I'm not telling people what to

people - but showing them a picture of life and letting them see and decide for themselves that

Satan is real and he is deceiving them. One thing that could have been done differently is to

examine rationally some concerns that teens might raise - such as: why do only a small percentage

of dungeons and dragons players commit the mayhem referenced in the book?
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